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Rediscovering Alice
A VOICE

A famous philosopher once said that ‘imagination and fiction make up
more than three quarters of our real lives.’

A VOICE

How many of our memories are played over so many times in our
mind’s eye that we cannot truly remember what happened?

A VOICE

Often those memories are stories about us, told to us by others, of
which we have no personal recollection at all.

A VOICE

We are all two people – our true self and the self-created for us. We
are, each one of us, both fact and fiction.

A VOICE

And what happens when our Fictional Self outshines our True Self becomes more famous, more revered, more adored?

A VOICE

The immortal muse behind which our reality remains largely hidden.

A VOICE

The wonderland to which we are forever bound.

MR L

Alice Liddell was born in 1852, the third of the ten children of Henry
Liddell and his wife Lorina. At that time he was headmaster of
Westminster School, but in 1855 he was appointed Dean of Christ
Church, Oxford.

MRS L

The Dean and Mrs Liddell were to become the stars of Oxford society,
and many parties, receptions and musical soirees were held in the
spacious Deanery over the following years.

A. LIDDELL Alice and her siblings were encouraged from an early age to attend
some of these events, and to learn how to mingle and converse
intelligently with the many eminent guests who were present.
MRS L

Mrs Liddell was anxious that her daughters should make good
marriages when the time came, and training in social skills could not
begin too soon.

MR D

Charles Dodgson, better known as the writer Lewis Carroll, was a
mathematics tutor at Christ Church. He was a keen photographer, and
had been photographing the Cathedral one day, when four year old
Alice and her sisters were attracted by what he was doing.

MR L

Henry Liddell shared Dodgson’s interest in this new art of
photography, so it was not long before he invited Mr Dodgson to take
the first of many photographs of the growing family
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MR D

Over the following years, as well as enjoying being photographed, the
children also accompanied Mr Dodgson on outings and boating parties
where they loved being told his fantastical stories.

Alice Liddell steps forward.
A. LIDDELL Most of Mr. Dodgson's stories were told to us on river expeditions to
Nuneham or Godstow, near Oxford. I believe the beginning of "Alice"
was told one summer afternoon when the sun was so burning that we
had landed in the meadows down the river, deserting the boat to take
refuge in the only bit of shade to be found, which was under a newmade hayrick.
Alice Liddell watches as Alice enters and sits next to her sister. Her sister is reading
to her.
SISTER

Alice was beginning to get very tired of sitting by her sister on the
bank, and of having nothing to do:

A VOICE

Once or twice she had peeped into the book her sister was reading, but
it had no pictures or conversations in it.

ALICE

What is the use of a book without pictures or conversations?

Everyone points at one of the actors who has put on white rabbit ears.
ALL

Look!

The sister obliviously continues reading. Alice looks up at the rabbit.
RABBIT

Oh dear! Oh dear! I shall be too late!

The rabbit pulls out a pocket watch and looks at it. As Alice stands, the other actors
physically form a rabbit hole. Alice follows the rabbit, who disappears into the rabbit
hole.
All the actors, including Alice, suddenly stand and begin to spin around. Alice
continually shouts out the word ‘Falling’, whilst others shout out the names of objects
that Alice sees as she falls down the rabbit hole:
‘Bookshelves’, ‘maps’, ‘pictures’, ‘orange marmalade’.
Everyone lands with a thump. The actors remain lying on the ground. The rabbit gets
up and hurries over them. As Alice stands he disappears to the ground saying:
RABBIT

Oh my ears and whiskers, how late it’s getting.

Alice walks forward looking around her. The actors form a tunnel behind her. She
continues to walk on the spot and the tunnel moves forward around her, gradually
dispersing and standing to form individual doors. One actor kneels down at the front
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of the stage to form a small door. Another actor becomes a table and holds a small
key, a bottle and a cake. Alice tries a number of doors but they do not open. She finds
the table which hands her the key. She tries it in the doors, but none opens. She kneels
down by the small door. The key opens it, and Alice looks out over the audience.
ALICE

It’s quite the loveliest garden you ever saw.

The actors all sigh affectionately.
A.LIDDELL Young Alice begged Mr Dodgson to write the story down for her, and
this he did, expanding the text and illustrating the manuscript with his
own drawings. It was his Christmas present to her in 1864. She was, by
then, almost thirteen.
Alice closes the door, stands up, and goes back to the table with the key. The table
takes the key and hands her a bottle.
TABLE

Drink me!

A VOICE

Look first, and see if it’s marked poison or not.

Alice looks at the bottle, shakes her head, and drinks. In mime, she starts to shrink.
The other actors all stretch upward – including the small door and the table.
Alice goes to the small door only to find it locked. She goes back to the table, which
holds the key up beyond her reach. Alice sits down and cries.
A VOICE

Come, there’s no use in crying like that!

A VOICE

I advise you to leave off this minute!

The table reveals the cake, which is clasped between its feet. Alice takes it.
TABLE

Eat me!

Alice starts to eat, then mimes growing larger. The other actors melt to the ground
saying:
ALL

Curiouser and curiouser.

Alice scrambles to collect the key again, hurries to the small door – only to find it
even smaller. Hand sized. She begins to cry again.
A VOICE

You ought to be ashamed of yourself!

A VOICE

A great girl like you to go on crying in this way!

A VOICE

Stop it at once, I tell you!
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The rabbit suddenly stands up again. Alice looks at him.
RABBIT

Oh! The Duchess, the Duchess! Oh! Won’t she be savage if I’ve kept
her waiting!

ALICE

If you please, Sir –

The rabbit drops a fan and some gloves and then drops down to the ground again.
Alice picks up the fan and gloves and starts to fan herself.
ALL

Dear, dear! How queer everything is today!

ALICE

I wonder if I’ve been changed in the night? Who in the world am I?

A VOICE

Ada?

A VOICE

No, her hair goes in such long ringlets.

A VOICE

Mabel?

A VOICE

No, she knows so very little.

ALICE

I’ll try if I know all the things I used to know.

A VOICE

Four times five is twelve.

A VOICE

Four times six is thirteen.

A VOICE

London is the capital of Paris.

A VOICE

Paris is the capital of Rome.

ALL

How doth the little crocodile
Improve his shining tail,
And pour the waters of the Nile
On every golden scale!
How cheerfully he seems to grin,
How neatly spreads his claws,
And welcomes little fishes in,
With gently smiling jaws.

A. LIDDELL Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland was published in 1865 with
illustrations by Sir John Tenniel, who used another child as his model.
Far from having the famous long fair hair held back with a band,
young Alice Liddell had straight dark hair.
Alice bursts into tears again. The other actors all cry with her as they stand up tall.
Alice puts the gloves and fan down and suddenly looks up at the other actors.
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ALICE

I must be growing small again.

Alice runs over to the door, which is shut. She runs over the table, which is holding
the key too high. She bursts into tears again! The other actors move around the stage
as if they are swimming, gradually they take on the mannerisms of different animals.
Alice starts swimming too.
ALICE

I wish I hadn’t cried so much! I shall be punished for it now, I suppose,
by being drowned in my own tears.

An actor with mouse ears swims next to her.
ALICE

O Mouse, do you know a way out of this pool?

The mouse looks at her but doesn’t respond.
ALICE

Perhaps he doesn’t understand English. I’ll try something out of my
French phrase book. (To Mouse.) Ou est ma chatte?

The Mouse quivers with fright.
ALICE

Oh, I beg your pardon! I quite forgot that you don’t like cats. Our cat,
Dinah is such a dear thing.

MOUSE

(Shrill and passionate.) Not like cats! Would you like cats if you were
me? Nasty, low, vulgar things! Don’t let me hear the name again! Let
us get to the shore.

Everyone mimes swimming forward until they are all standing along the front of the
stage.
A.LIDDELL As a child Alice particularly liked going to the University Museum to
look at the dinosaur skeletons, stuffed animals and insects there,
especially the remains of the Dodo and the large picture of this very
odd looking extinct bird. Dodgson had a stammer, and sometimes had
trouble saying his own name, thus in her mind he became linked with
the Dodo.
DODO

The best thing to get us dry would be a Caucus race.

ALICE

What is a Caucus race?

DODO

Why the best way to explain it is to do it. The race is run in a circle.
You can begin when you like, and leave when you like.

SISTER

One of the creatures that appeared at this point in the story was called a
Lory. There is, of course, no such creature. This creature was in fact,
Lorina, Alice’s older sister. According to the book, Alice had quite a
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long argument with the Lory, who at last turned sulky, and would only
say “I’m older, and must know better.”
Everyone starts running around in a circle, each with their own animal characteristic.
After a while the Dodo calls out:
DODO

The race is over! Everybody has won and all must have prizes.

ALL

But who is to give the prizes.

DODO

(Pointing at Alice.) Why she of course.

ALL

Prizes! Prizes!

Alice pulls a small tin of pastels out of her pocket and hands them round.
MOUSE

She must have a prize herself you know.

DODO

Of course. What else do you have in your pocket?

ALICE

(Pulling out a thimble and handing it to him.) A thimble.

DODO

(Returning it.) We beg your acceptance of this elegant thimble.

ALICE

Thank you. Oh, I do wish Dinah was here.

DODO

And who is Dinah?

MOUSE

(Crossly.) Her cat.

Everyone gasps.
A VOICE

I must be getting home: the night air doesn’t suit my throat.

A VOICE

Come away, my dears. It’s high time you were all in bed.

Everyone scurries away whispering about what terrible things cats are and how rude
Alice is. They stand with their backs turned on Alice.
ALICE

I wish I hadn’t mentioned Dinah. Nobody seems to like her down
here. Oh, my dear Dinah, I wonder if I shall ever see you anymore.

The actor playing The Rabbit turns – wearing the rabbit ears.
RABBIT

The Duchess! The Duchess! Oh my fur and whiskers! Where can I
have dropped them I wonder? (Noticing Alice.) Why, Mary-Ann, what
are you doing out here? Run home this moment and fetch me a pair of
gloves and a fan! Quick, now!
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Alice runs and an actor becomes the table. The table hands her the fan and gloves,
and another bottle.
TABLE

Drink me!

Alice drinks from the bottle and begins to grow too tall – lifted by other actors.
ALICE

(Looking down.) I do wish I hadn’t drunk quite so much.

The White Rabbit looks up at Alice.
RABBIT

(Calling) Pat! Pat! Come here!

PAT

I’m here! I’m here!

RABBIT

(Pointing at Alice.) Now tell me, Pat, what’s that in the window?

PAT

It’s a very large girl. As big as the house!

RABBIT

Tell Bill to fetch his ladder here and go down the chimney.

PAT

Bill! Bill! Come here!

BILL

I’m here! I’m here!

PAT

We need to get that large girl out of the house. The master says you’ve
got to fetch your ladder and go down the chimney.

BILL

Hey, I shan’t! You do it!

PAT

That I won’t! You’ve got to go down.

BILL

I’ve got a better idea! Let’s throw pebbles at her!

Bill and Pat mime throwing pebbles at Alice who tries to avoid them.
ALICE

Ouch! Ouch! Why these aren’t pebbles at all. They’re little cakes! I
wonder what will happen if I eat one?

Alice mimes eating a cake and gradually begins to shrink (lowered by other actors.)
Everyone becomes trees and flowers, stretched high above Alice, who weaves her way
through them. Two actors become the Caterpillar. Alice approaches.
CATERP

Who are you?

ALICE

I hardly know, Sir. I know who I was when I got up this morning, but I
must have changed several times since then.

CATERP

Explain yourself!
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ALICE

I can’t explain myself, I’m afraid, Sir, because I’m not myself you see.

CATERP

I don’t see.

ALICE

I can’t understand it myself. Being so many sizes in one day is very
confusing. When you have to turn into a chrysalis, and then after that
into a butterfly, you’ll feel a little confused, won’t you?

CATERP

Not at all. Who are you?

Alice is fed up and walks away.
Come back! I’ve something important to say!
Alice turns and comes back.
Keep your temper!
ALICE

Is that all?

CATERP

So you think you’re changed do you?

ALICE

I can’t remember things as I used – and I don’t keep the same size for
ten minutes together!

CATERP

What size do you want to be?

ALICE

I should like to be a little larger. Three inches is such a wretched height
to be.

CATERP

It is a very good height indeed. (Starts to slither away.) One side of the
mushroom will make you grow taller, and the other side will make you
grow shorter.

Alice mimes nibbling on bits of the mushroom, as other actors lift her up and down.
A. LIDDELL Alice grew up to be both beautiful and cultured, and she soon caught
the eye of Prince Leopold, Queen Victoria’s youngest son who, at that
time, was an undergraduate at Christ Church. They fell in love, but a
marriage was not to be. The Queen insisted that he must marry a
princess.
SISTER

The Prince was the pall bearer at the funeral of Alice and Lorina’s
younger sister Edith who had died in 1876. The three sisters had been
Mr Dodgson’s companions on the boat trip on the day that ‘Alice’s
Adventures in Wonderland’ were first told.

A.LIDDELL In 1880, Alice married Reginald Hargreaves, who had also been a
student at the college. Prince Leopold later married a German princess
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and in 1883 had a daughter who was named Alice. He stood as
godfather to Alice Hargreaves’ second son, Leopold, who had been
born a few weeks earlier.

Alice watches as two actors become footmen.
FOOT 1

For the Duchess. An invitation from the Queen to play croquet.

FOOT 2

From the Queen. An invitation for the duchess to play croquet.

Alice approaches.
FOOT 1

There’s no use in knocking on the door. First because we’re on the
same side of the door as you are.

FOOT 2

And secondly, because they’re making such a noise inside, no one
could possibly hear you.

FOOT 1

There might be some sense in knocking if you were inside, and I could
let you out.

FOOT 2

Or you could just open the door and go in.

Alice steps in between the two footmen.
Suddenly one actor becomes the Duchess, another, the Cook and another, the
Cheshire Cat. The Cheshire Cat holds a false grin on a stick, the Cook stirs with a
wooden spoon, and the Duchess cradles a ‘baby’ in a blanket. They are arguing. The
Duchess sneezes. Alice jumps.
DUCHESS

Pepper! Pepper! There is too much pepper in that soup!

COOK

Be quiet! There most certainly is not!

DUCHESS

Don’t you tell me to be quiet! There is too much pepper!

COOK

There is not!

DUCHESS

Is!

COOK

Is not!

DUCHESS

Is! Is! Is!

COOK

Oh, be quiet!

DUCHESS

How dare you!
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ALICE

(Politely to the Duchess.) Please would you tell me why your cat grins
like that.

DUCHESS

It’s a Cheshire Cat. That’s why! You don’t know much, and that’s a
fact! (Shouting at her baby.) Pig! Pig!

Suddenly the Cook starts hitting the Duchess and the baby with her spoon. The
Duchess takes no notice.
ALICE

Oh, please mind what you’re doing!

The cook stops and returns to stirring the stew.
DUCHESS

If everybody minded their own business the world would go round a
deal faster than it does. (To the cook.) Chop off her head! (She starts to
rock her baby and sing a lullaby, but every so often she shakes the
baby.)
Speak roughly to your little boy,
And beat him when he sneezes:
He only does it to annoy,
Because he knows it teases.

ALL

Wow! Wow! Wow!

DUCHESS

(Flinging the baby to Alice.) Here! You may nurse it a bit, if you like! I
must get ready to play croquet with the Queen.

The Duchess walks away, followed by the Cook. Alice rocks the baby. She looks at the
baby’s face and is clearly alarmed.
ALICE

Why you really are a pig!

She puts the pig down and turns to see the Cheshire cat.
CAT

Do you play croquet with the Queen today?

ALICE

I should very much like to, but I haven’t been invited.

CAT

You’ll see me there.

ALICE

Would you tell me please which way I ought to go from here?

CAT

That depends a good deal on where you want to get to. In that direction
lives a Hatter and in that direction lives a March Hare. Visit either you
like: they’re both mad.

ALICE

But I don’t want to go among mad people.

CAT

Oh, you can’t help that. We’re all mad here. I’m mad. You’re mad.
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ALICE

How do you know I’m mad?

CAT

You must be or you wouldn’t have come here. Bye the bye, what
became of the baby? I’d nearly forgotten to ask.

ALICE

It turned into a pig.

CAT

I thought it would.

The cat vanishes.
I’ve seen hatters before. The March Hare will be the most interesting,
and perhaps, as this is May, it won’t be raving mad – at least not as
mad as it was in March.
The Cat reappears
ALICE

CAT

Did you say pig or fig?

ALICE

I said pig, and I wish you wouldn’t keep appearing and vanishing so
suddenly: you make one quite giddy.

CAT

All right.

The cat vanishes in slow motion behind a stage block leaving only its grin on a stick
held up.
ALICE

Well, I’ve often seen a cat without a grin, but a grin without a cat! It’s
the most curious thing I ever saw in my life.

3 actors come forward and become the Mad Hatter, the March Hare and the
Dormouse. Other actors crouch down to become a very long table – the Hatter and
Hare may put a large white table cloth over the table. The actors sit behind the table
on one corner. The Dormouse is asleep between the others. Alice approaches.
ALL

No room! No room!

ALICE

(Sitting) There’s plenty of room.

HARE

Have some wine.

ALICE

I don’t see any wine.

HARE

There isn’t any.

ALICE

Then it wasn’t very civil of you to offer it.

HARE

It wasn’t very civil of you to sit down without being invited.

HATTER

Your hair wants cutting.
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ALICE

You should learn not to make personal remarks. It’s very rude.

HATTER

Why is a raven like a writing desk?

ALICE

I believe I can guess that.

HARE

Do you mean that you think you can find out the answer to it?

ALICE

Exactly so.

HARE

Then you should say what you mean.

ALICE

I do. At least I mean what I say. That’s the same thing, you know.

HATTER

Not the same thing a bit! Why, you might just as well say that ‘I see
what I eat’ is the same as ‘I eat what I see.’

HARE

You might just as well say that ‘I like what I get’ is the same thing as
‘I get what I like!’

DORM

You might just as well say that ‘I breathe when I sleep’ is the same
thing as ‘I sleep when I breathe’.

HATTER

It is the same thing with you. (Pause) What day of the month is it?

ALICE

The fourth.

A.LIDDELL (Stepping forward) May the Fourth. Alice Liddell’s birthday.
HATTER

Have you guessed the riddle yet?

ALICE

No, I give it up. What’s the answer?

HATTER

I haven’t the slightest idea.

HARE

Nor I. I vote the young lady tells us a story.

ALICE

I’m afraid I don’t know one.

HARE

Then the Dormouse shall. Wake up Dormouse.

DORM

(Feebly) I wasn’t asleep. I heard every word you fellows were saying.

HARE

Tell us a story.

HATTER

And be quick about it or you’ll be asleep again before it’s done.

DORM

Once upon a time there were three little sisters, and their names were
Elsie, Lacie and Tillie and they lived at the bottom of a well.
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ALICE

What did they live on?

DORM

They lived on treacle.

ALICE

They’d have been ill.

DORM

So they were. Very ill.

ALICE

But why did they live at the bottom of a well?

DORM

It was a treacle well.

ALICE

There’s no such thing.

DORM

If you can’t be civil you’d better finish the story yourself.

ALICE

No, please go on.

DORM

So these three little sisters – they were learning to draw you know –

ALICE

What did they draw?

HATTER

Let’s all move one place on.

Everyone stands and moves places. Alice follows their lead unwillingly.
DORM

Treacle. (Yawns.) and they drew all manner of things – everything that
begins with an M –

ALICE

Why with an M?

HARE

Why not?

DORM

Such as mouse-traps, and the moon, and memory and muchness – you
know you say things are ‘much of a muchness’ – did you ever see such
a thing as a drawing of a muchness!

ALICE

I don’t think –

HATTER

Then you shouldn’t talk.

Alice is very offended. She stands up and walks away. The Dormouse falls asleep
instantly and the Hare and Hatter take no notice of her leaving.
ALICE

I’ll never go there again!

A.LIDDELL Alice, now Mrs Hargreaves, and her husband set up home in Cuffnells,
the country house on the Hargreaves estate in Hampshire. Alice had
been well taught by her mother and had no trouble running a household
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with numerous servants, arranging parties, as well as bringing up three
sons.
The actors come out of role and scatter across the stage. Some wear numbers to
represent playing cards. They mime painting other actors who represent rose trees.
TWO

Look out now, Five! Don’t go splashing paint over me like that!

FIVE

I couldn’t help it. Seven jogged my elbow.

SEVEN

That’s right, Five! Always lay the blame on others!

FIVE

You’d better not talk! I heard the Queen say only yesterday that you
deserved to be beheaded.

TWO

What for?

SEVEN

That’s none of your business, Two!

FIVE

Yes, it is his business! And I’ll tell him – it was for bringing the cook
tulip roots instead of onions.

SEVEN

Well, of all the unjust things –

They suddenly notice Alice and bow low.
ALICE

Would you tell me, please, why are you painting those roses?

TWO

Why, the fact is, you see, Miss, this here ought to have been a red rosetree, and we put a white one in by mistake; and if the Queen was to
find out, we should all have our heads cut off, you know.

FIVE

The Queen! The Queen!

A VOICE

Make way for the King and Queen of Hearts!

Actors become the Queen, the King, the Knave and the white Rabbit. Others become
soldiers. The cards bow low. The Queen notices Alice.
QUEEN

Who is this? What’s your name child?

ALICE

My name is Alice, your Majesty.

QUEEN

(Noticing the cards on the ground.) And who are these?

ALICE

How should I know? It’s no business of mine.

QUEEN

(Furious) Off with her head! Off with her head!

ALICE

Nonsense!
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KING

Consider, my dear: she is only a child!

QUEEN

(To Knave but pointing at cards.) Turn them over!

The Knave turns the cards over with his foot.
Get up!
The cards get up and start bowing to everyone.
Leave off that! You’re making me giddy! What have you been doing to
this rose-tree?
TWO

May it please your Majesty, we were trying –

QUEEN

Off with their heads! (To Alice.) Can you play croquet?

ALICE

Yes.

QUEEN

Come on, then!

The procession moves off around the stage.
RABBIT

It’s – it’s a very fine day.

ALICE

Very. Where’s the Duchess?

RABBIT

Hush! Hush! She’s under sentence of execution. She boxed the
Queen’s ears.

Alice laughs.
Oh, hush! The Queen will hear you!
QUEEN

(Loudly.) Get to your places!

Everyone rushes to their places. Some become croquet arches.
ALICE

Why the croquet balls are hedgehogs! And the mallets are flamingos!
And everyone seems to be playing at the same time and fighting over
the hedgehogs!

The actors are all pushing, shoving and fighting. The Queen becomes cross and
begins shouting ‘Off with his/her head’ at various players. The Cheshire Cat strolls
over to Alice.
CAT

How do you like the Queen?

ALICE

Not at all. She’s so extremely –
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The Queen approaches.
Likely to win the game.
The Queen smiles and moves on.
KING

(To Alice) Who are you talking to. I don’t like the look of it at all.
However, it may kiss my hand if it likes.

CAT

I’d rather not.

KING

Don’t be impertinent. And don’t look at me like that. (Calling the
Queen.) My dear, I wish you would have this cat removed.

QUEEN

Off with his head!

KING

(Eagerly hurrying away.) I’ll fetch the executioner myself.

Another actor takes an axe and becomes the executioner.
EXEC

I can’t cut the head off a Cheshire Cat. They make their bodies
invisible. I can’t cut off a head unless there is a body to cut it
off from.

KING

Don’t talk nonsense. Anything that has a head can be beheaded.

QUEEN

If something isn’t done about it in less than no time I’ll have
everybody executed, all round.

Everybody stops and looks gravely serious.
Fetch the Duchess from prison, it’s her cat.
A VOICE

Call the Duchess!

A VOICE

Call the Duchess!

A VOICE

Call the Duchess!

During this the Cheshire Cat slips quietly away. An actor becomes the Duchess.
Everyone carries on playing the game.
DUCHESS

(To Alice.) You can’t think how glad I am to see you again, you dear
old thing.

Alice is surprised to find the Duchess in such a pleasant mood.
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You’re thinking about something, my dear, and that makes you forget
to talk. I can’t tell you just now what the moral of that is, but I shall
remember it in a minute. Everything has a moral if only you can find it.
QUEEN

(To Duchess.) Either you or your head must be off! Take your choice!

The Duchess scurries away.
(To Alice) Have you seen the Mock Turtle yet?
ALICE

No. I don’t even know what a Mock Turtle is.

QUEEN

It’s the thing Mock Turtle soup is made from. He shall tell you his
history. (To everyone.) Call the Gryphon!

A VOICE

Call the Gryphon!

A VOICE

Call the Gryphon!

A VOICE

Call the Gryphon!

An actor becomes the Gryphon.
QUEEN

Take this young lady to see the Mock Turtle. I must see after some
executions I have ordered. (She hurries away.)

GRYPHON

What fun! It’s all fancy. They never executes nobody, you know.

KING

(Generally.) You are all pardoned!

The game ends and everyone scatters.
An actor becomes the Mock Turtle.
GRYPHON

(To Turtle.) This here young lady. She wants for to know your history,
she do.

TURTLE

I’ll tell it to her. Sit down, both of you, and don’t speak a word till I’ve
finished.

They sit down and the Mock Turtle tearfully tells his story.
Once I was a real turtle. When we were little we went to school in the
sea. The master was an old turtle – we used to call him Tortoise. We
called him tortoise because he taught us. We had the best of
educations. Reeling and writhing, of course, and the different branches
of arithmetic – Ambition, Distraction, Uglification and Derision.
ALICE

I never heard of uglification.
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GRYPHON

You know what to beautify is, I suppose?

ALICE

Yes, to make things prettier.

GRYPHON

Well then, if you don’t know what to uglify is, you are a simpleton.

TURTLE

There was Mystery, ancient and modern, with Seaography and
Drawling. The Drawling master was an old conger eel, he taught us
Drawling, Stretching and Fainting in coils. I can’t show it to you
myself, and the Gryphon never learnt it.

GRYPHON

I went to the Classical master. He was an old crab. Taught Laughing
and Grief.

TURTLE

We did ten hours the first day, nine the next and so on.

GRYPHON

That’s the reason they’re called lessons, because they lessen from day
to day. Tell her something about the games now.

TURTLE

You may not have lived under the sea, so you can have no idea what a
delightful thing a Lobster Quadrille is.

GRYPHON

You first form into a line across the sea shore.

TURTLE

Two lines. Each with a lobster as a partner. Would you like to see a
little of it?

ALICE

Very much indeed.

TURTLE

Come, let’s try. We can do it without lobsters, you know.

Everyone on stage has formed two lines. They begin to dance and sing as they swap
places with the partner opposite them:
TURTLE
"Will you walk a little faster?" said a whiting to a snail,
"There's a porpoise close behind us, and he's treading on my tail.
See how eagerly the lobsters and the turtles all advance!
They are waiting on the shingle -- will you come and join the dance?
ALL
Will you, won't you, will you, won't you, will you join the dance?
Will you, won't you, will you, won't you, won't you join the dance?
TURTLE
"You can really have no notion how delightful it will be
When they take us up and throw us, with the lobsters, out to sea!"
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But the snail replied "Too far, too far!" and gave a look askance Said he thanked the whiting kindly, but he would not join the dance.
ALL
Would not, could not, would not, could not, would not join the dance.
Would not, could not, would not, could not, could not join the dance.
TURTLE
"What matters it how far we go?" his scaly friend replied.
"There is another shore, you know, upon the other side.
The further off from England the nearer is to France Then turn not pale, beloved snail, but come and join the dance.
ALL
Will you, won't you, will you, won't you, will you join the dance?
Will you, won't you, will you, won't you, won't you joint the dance?
A.LIDDELL Charles Dodgson died in January 1898. Alice did not attend his funeral
due to the death of her own father within four days of Mr Dodgson’s
passing.
A VOICE

The trial’s beginning!

GRYPHON

(Grabbing Alice’s hand.) Come on!

ALICE

What trial is it?

GRYPHON

Come on!

Everyone on stage forms the courtroom. The King and Queen are seated. The Knave
stands before the, under guard. The White Rabbit stands close by. Alice stands/sits
next to the Dormouse.
RABBIT

Silence in court!

A VOICE

Silence in court!

A VOICE

Silence in court!

KING

Read the accusation!

RABBIT

The Queen of Hearts, she made some tarts,
All on a summer day:
The knave of hearts, he stole those tarts
And took them quite away!

KING

Jury, consider your verdict.
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RABBIT

Not yet, not yet! There’s a great deal to come before that.

KING

Call the first witness.

RABBIT

First witness!

A VOICE

First witness!

A VOICE

First witness!

The Hatter steps forward.
KING

Take of your hat!

HATTER

It isn’t mine.

KING

Stolen!

HATTER

I keep them to sell. I have none of my own. I’m a hatter.

KING

Give your evidence, and don’t be nervous or I’ll have you executed on
the spot.

A VOICE

The child is growing bigger!

HATTER

I’m a poor man, your Majesty, and I hadn’t begun my tea and what
with bread and butter getting so thin and the twinkling of the tea. And
most things twinkled after that. Only the March Hare said –

HARE

I didn’t!

HATTER

You did!

HARE

I deny it!

KING

He denies it. Leave out that part.

HATTER

After that I cut some bread and butter. I’m a poor man your Majesty.

KING

You’re a very poor speaker. If that’s all you know you may stand
down.

DORM

(To Alice.) I wish you wouldn’t squeeze so.

ALICE

I can’t help it. I’m growing.

KING

Next witness!

RABBIT

Next witness!
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A VOICE

Next witness!

A VOICE

Next witness!

The Cook steps forward.
KING

Give your evidence.

COOK

Shan’t.

A VOICE

That child is growing so fast!

A VOICE

The girl keeps growing so!

A VOICE

Cross examine the witness!

KING

What were the tarts made out of?

COOK

Pepper.

DORM

Treacle.

QUEEN

Turn that Dormouse out of court! Suppress him! Pinch him! Off with
his whiskers!

KING

Never mind! Call the next witness! (To Queen.) Really, my dear, you
must cross-examine the next witness. It quite makes my forehead ache.

RABBIT

Alice!

A VOICE

Alice!

A VOICE

Alice!

ALICE

Alice? (Awkwardly) Here!

She knocks over some of the jury in her flurry.
Oh, I beg your pardon.
A VOICE

Hasn’t she grown?

A VOICE

Why, only five minutes ago she was such a little girl.

KING

What do you know about this business?

ALICE

Nothing.

KING

Nothing whatever?
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ALICE

Nothing whatever.

KING

(After consideration.) Silence! All persons more than a mile high are to
leave the court!

ALICE

I’m not a mile high.

KING

You are.

QUEEN

Nearly two miles high.

ALICE

Well I shan’t go. That’s not a regular rule. You invented it just now.

KING

(Uncomfortable, but hasty.) Jury, consider your verdict.

RABBIT

There’s more evidence to come your Majesty. A letter written by the
prisoner.

QUEEN

What’s in it?

RABBIT

I haven’t opened it yet.

KNAVE

Please, your Majesty, I didn’t write it!

KING

If you didn’t sign it that only makes the matter worse. You must have
meant some mischief, or else you’d have signed your name like an
honest man.

QUEEN

That proves his guilt, of course, so, off with his –

ALICE

It doesn’t prove anything of the sort! Why you don’t even know what
the letter’s about!

KING

Read it. Begin at the beginning and go on till you come to the end: then
stop.

RABBIT

(Reads.)
They told me you had been to her,
And mentioned me to him:
She gave me a good character,
But said I could not swim.
He sent them word I had not gone
(We know it to be true)
If she should push the matter on,
What would become of you?
I gave her one, they gave him two,
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You gave us three or more;
They all returned from him to you,
Though they were mine before.
If I or she should chance to be
Involved in this affair,
He trusts to you to set him free,
Exactly as we were.
My notion was that you had been
(Before she had this fit)
An obstacle that came between
Him, and ourselves, and it.
Don’t let him know she liked them best,
For this must ever be
A secret kept from all the rest
Between yourself and me.
KING

That’s the most important piece of evidence we’ve heard yet.

ALICE

If anyone can explain it. I don’t believe there’s an atom of meaning in
it!

KING

Let the jury consider their verdict!

QUEEN

Sentence first – verdict afterwards!

ALICE

Stuff and nonsense. The idea of having sentence first!

QUEEN

Hold your tongue!

ALICE

I won’t!

QUEEN

(At the top of her voice.) Off with her head!

ALICE

(Standing taller than the others) Who cares for you? You’re nothing
but a pack of cards!

Everybody rises up and then scatters on the floor around Alice, apart from the actor
playing Alice’s sister. Alice screams and lies down.
A.LIDDELL Grief visited Alice’s family again when their two older boys, Alan
and Leopold, were killed during the First World War. Their father
never recovered from the shock and died in 1926. In a letter to Alice,
to be opened after his death, he wrote: ‘God bless you and keep you for
all your love and care for me.’
SISTER

Wake up, Alice dear! Wake up sister dear! Why, what a long sleep
you’ve had!
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ALICE

(Rising and stretching.) Oh, I’ve had such a curious dream.

A. LIDDELL After her husband’s death, the cost of maintaining her home was
becoming a worrisome burden. She arranged the sale, through
Sotheby’s, of some of her Alice memorabilia, including the manuscript
given to her so long ago by Mr Dodgson.
Alice walks away, after handing her sister the book (through audience).
SISTER

(reading) Her sister pictured to herself how this same little sister of
hers would, in the after-time, be herself a grown woman; and how she
would keep, through all her riper years, the simple and loving heart of
her childhood; and how she would gather about her other little
children, and make their eyes bright and eager with many a strange
tale, perhaps even with the dream of Wonderland of long ago; and how
she would feel with all their simple sorrows, and find a pleasure in all
their simple joys, remembering her own child-life, and the happy
summer days. (Exit)

A.LIDDELL Lorina died in 1930. Alice’s manuscript had been sold to an American
dealer in 1928. Alice saw the manuscript one more time, in 1932, when
she visited New York on the centenary of Charles Dodgson’s birth to
be awarded an honorary degree by Columbia University. According to
her granddaughter, Alice returned from New York and told her
surviving son, "I hope I'm not ungrateful, but I do get so tired of being
Alice.” Two years later Alice died. (Pause.) After the Second World
War, her original manuscript was given back to the United Kingdom
by benefactors from the United States in recognition of Britain’s
courage in the war. It is now in the British Museum.
-------------------------------------------------------
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1. Alice
2. Alice Liddell
3. Sister
4. Mr L
5. Mrs L
6. Rabbit
7. Table
8. Dodo/ Mr D
9. Mouse
10. Pat
11. Bill
12. Caterpillar
13. Footman 1
14. Footman 2
15. Duchess
16. Cook
17. Cheshire Cat
18. Hatter
19. Hare
20. Dormouse
21. Two
22. Five
23. Seven
24. Queen
25. King
26. Knave (1 line)
27. Executioner (1 line)
28. Mock Turtle
29. Gryphon
+ numerous Voices
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